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Beginning Biblical Hebrew A Grammar And
Illustrated Reader
This full-color, intermediate textbook by two leading
experts in Biblical Hebrew continues the innovative pedagogy
found in their Beginning Biblical Hebrew. The book features
integrated examples and lessons, pedagogical advancements
that enhance student outcomes, and full-color illustrated
readings from the Elijah narrative. The material has been
field tested by the authors, who not only teach Hebrew but
are actively engaged in scholarly discussions about Hebrew
language and instruction. Additional resources for
professors and students are available through Textbook
eSources. Beginning Biblical Hebrew and Intermediate
Biblical Hebrew are also available together as a two-volume
set.
Beginning Biblical HebrewA Grammar and Illustrated
ReaderBaker Academic
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English Grammar to Ace Biblical Hebrew enables students of
biblical Hebrew to grasp the basic concepts of English
grammar that are needed in order to be able to transfer
these concepts to biblical Hebrew. One of the biggest
problems students encounter learning biblical languages,
especially Hebrew, is that they have either forgotten or
simply do not know their English grammar. Concepts such as
verb tense and voice, relative pronouns, antecedents,
adjectival substantives, and the like, sound like familiar
terms, but may seem foreign when it's time to put them to
practice. With chapters such as, "To Be or Not To Be, that
is the Infinitive" and "Pronouns: Grammatical Stunt
Doubles," this book is both clever and engaging. All Hebrew
students will become better translators--and ultimately
better pastors and leaders--with the help of this book. Tips
for studying Hebrew, a glossary, and a list of additional
Hebrew resources is also provided. This book is a companion
to English Grammar to Ace New Testament Greek by Samuel
Lamerson.
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Beginning with Genesis and moving verse by verse through the
entire Hebrew Bible, Putnam indexes the citations found in
each major reference grammar to provide a wonderful timesaving tool for exegetes. Works indexed: Bauer & Leander,
Historische Grammatik der hebr ischen Sprache des Alten
Testamentes; Beer, ed. by Meyer, Hebr ische Grammatik;
Bergstr sser, Hebr ische Grammatik; Brockelmann, Hebr ische
Syntax; Davidson, Hebrew Syntax; Gibson, Davidson's
Introductory Hebrew Grammar: Syntax; Kautzsch, ed. Cowley,
Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar; Jenni, Lehrbuch der hebr ischen
Sprache des Alten Testaments; Jo on, translated and edited
by Muraoka, Grammar of Biblical Hebrew; Richter, Grundlagen
einer althebr ischen Grammatik; Rosenthal, Grammar of
Biblical Aramaic; Schneider, Grammatik des biblischen Hebr
isch: Lehrbuch; Waltke & O'Connor, Introduction to Biblical
Hebrew Syntax; Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline.
Beginning Biblical Hebrew
An Inductive Study for Beginners
Pocket Dictionary for the Study of Biblical Hebrew
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Biblical Hebrew
A Basic Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, with CD
This introduces and abridges the syntactical features of the
original language of the Hebrew Bible or Old Testament. Scholars
have made significant progress in recent decades in
understanding Biblical Hebrew syntax. Yet intermediate readers
seldom have access to this progress due to the technical jargon
and sometimes-obscure locations of the scholarly publications.
This Guide is an intermediate-level reference grammar for
Biblical Hebrew. As such, it assumes an understanding of
elementary phonology and morphology, and defines and illustrates
the fundamental syntactical features of Biblical Hebrew that
most intermediate-level readers struggle to master. The volume
divides Biblical Hebrew syntax, and to a lesser extent
morphology, into four parts. The first three cover the
individual words (nouns, verbs, and particles) with the goal of
helping the reader move from morphological and syntactical
observations to meaning and significance. The fourth section
moves beyond phase-level phenomena and considers the larger
relationships of clauses and sentences.
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A comprehensive revision of this popular Hebrew grammar
textbook.
Biblical Hebrew is a wonderful language that is essentially easy
to learn, being limited to a minimalistic grammatical framework.
At first glance, the foreignness of the script and the otherness
of the linguistic system may be off-putting. But a closer study
of the matter will swiftly open up the beauty and richness of
the world of this Biblical language. This book wants to help to
take the first steps into this universe. It is reduced to the
absolute necessities and offers exactly the required information
without becoming verbose. Therefore, it is not written in
tedious lessons, but works from the beginning with the Biblical
texts, analyzing all the phenomena encountered. This
introduction reflects more than 30 years of university teaching;
its predecessors in Germany have successfully accompanied many
generations of students. Dr Frank Matheus is a lecturer of
Biblical Hebrew at the University of Münster.
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar is the standard textbook for
beginning Hebrew language students in colleges and seminaries.
It offers a clear, understandable, and integrated approach to
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learning Biblical Hebrew. The third edition is significantly
updated and revised to provide students with the best possible
tool for learning Biblical Hebrew.
Biblical Hebrew Grammar Visualized
English Grammar to Ace Biblical Hebrew
Intentionality and Grammar
Grammar, Exegesis, and Commentary on Jonah and Ruth
An Illustrated Grammar
In this revised edition of a proven resource, a recognized expert in biblical Hebrew
provides a readable, linguistically savvy guide to navigating basic grammatical
concepts. Designed to complement any standard Hebrew grammar, the book revisits
English grammar in order to teach concepts that are especially relevant to Hebrew.
Each chapter focuses on an individual concept, first explaining how it works in English,
then illustrating it in biblical Hebrew. Abundant English and Hebrew examples illustrate
each concept, most of them visually analyzed. The book's clear design and attractive
layout will appeal to visual learners.
This innovative textbook by two leading experts in Biblical Hebrew combines the best
of traditional grammars, new insights into Hebrew linguistics, and a creative
pedagogical approach. The material has been field tested and refined for more than a
decade by the authors, who are actively engaged in Biblical Hebrew discussions and
research. The book includes fifty brief grammar lessons with accompanying workbookPage 6/23
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style exercises, appendixes providing more detailed explanations, and a full-color
reader--bound at the back of the book for right-to-left reading--that incorporates
comics, line drawings, and numerous exercises, all in Hebrew. This work offers a
realistic approach to beginning Hebrew, helping students comprehend texts without
overloading them with too much information, and it can be adapted to either onesemester or full-year courses. An accompanying website through Baker Academic's
Textbook eSources offers helpful resources for students and professors. Resources
for students include flash cards and audio files. Resources for professors include
sample quizzes, sample exams, sample lesson plans, vocabulary cards, and a full-color
printed instructor's manual.
This book is designed in a simple, straightforward way to teach you this ancient
language. In thirty lessons, you will be given enough information and practice to enable
you, with the aid of a Hebrew-English dictionary, to understand most biblical texts. As
you progress through vocabulary, exercises, and grammar, you will discover and
delight in the clear, strong rhythms of original Hebrew -- a joy unattainable through
reading even the best translations.
With his characteristic perspicacity, subtlety, and wondering philosophic intelligence,
Robert Sacks has produced a truly remarkable exploration of Hebrew grammar, not
only illuminating for students of the Hebrew language but wonderfully suggestive for
students of language and logos as such. An outstanding achievement. —Leon R. Kass
Invitation to Biblical Hebrew
Beginning Biblical Hebrew Instructor's Manual and Answer Key
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Complete Biblical Hebrew Beginner to Intermediate Course
A Grammar for Biblical Hebrew
The beginner's workbook and grammar: Copy templates

What's the best way to learn a new language? By approaching it
not as a series of facts to memorize but as something alive,
with a personality you can get to know and tendencies you can
sometimes predict. Designed for long-term retention, Learning
Biblical Hebrew focuses on helping students understand how the
Hebrew language works and providing a solid grounding in Hebrew
through extensive reading in the biblical text. Introduces
advanced concepts in a form accessible to beginning students.
Focuses on historic patterns and changes that minimize
memorization. Focuses on how the language works for long-term
retention. Encourages mastery of paradigms from a handful of
representative forms. Includes extensive translation from the
third week of class. Prepares students for translation of
unedited biblical texts by the end of first semester. Emphasizes
reading comprehension rather than decoding. Promotes a strong
oral component to enhance language competence. Written for firstyear and second-year Hebrew students, grammar is laid out to
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present comprehensive concepts to first-year students and then
to aid in review and deeper understanding for second-year
students. Though written for Hebrew competency, Learning
Biblical Hebrew is also well-suited for students with different
learning styles and objectives.
This textbook is intended for two different but related courses:
Introduction to Biblical Hebrew and Continuing Biblical Hebrew.
The first course provides students with a basic grasp of the
nature and structure of the language, enables them to use the
Hebrew lexicon and concordance in considering translations,
offers a basic vocabulary of words significant for biblical
thought and theology, illuminates the problems of the Hebrew
text and its transmission, and explains the use of scholarly
commentaries. The second course presents a full summary of
Hebrew grammar and extensive notes on Hebrew syntax, taking as
an example the Elijah story of 1 Kings 17-19. A Hebrew-English
glossary of all words discussed in both courses is also
included. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR
A unique grammar for intermediate or advanced students of Hebrew
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This grammar is intended for students of Hebrew who wish to
learn more about the history of the Hebrew language,
specifically its phonology and morphology. Reymond focuses on
aspects of Hebrew that will encourage a student to better
remember the words and their inflection as well as those that
will reinforce general principles of the language. Specific
examples for memorization are outlined at the end of each
chapter. The book also serves as a resource for students wishing
to remind themselves of the relative frequency of certain
phenomena. The book provides students with a full picture of the
language's morphology. Features: Tables of nouns and adjectives
illustrating the absolute and construct, singular and plural
forms, as well as all the forms with suffixes Tables include
forms not found in the Masoretic Text Additional tables that set
similar verbal inflections side by side
Written to facilitate study in Kelley's widely-used Biblical
Hebrew: An Introductory Grammar, this handbook provides a
complete answer key to the exercises in the grammar as well as
practical helps, footnotes, word lists, test suggestions, and
other supplementary material--all written to free up valuable
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class time and to aid individuals studying Hebrew on their own.
A Guide to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
Learning to Read Biblical Hebrew
An Introductory Grammar and Workbook
A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew

Todd J. Murphy defines more than 2,000 terms of grammar, syntax, linguistics,
textual criticism and Old Testament criticism that relate to--and often
obscure--the study and discussion of biblical Hebrew.
English Grammar to Ace Biblical Hebrew by Miles Van Pelt--- a companion to
English Grammar to Ace New Testament Greek by Samuel Lamerson---enables
students of biblical Hebrew to grasp the basic concepts of English grammar that
are needed in order to be able to transfer these concepts to biblical Hebrew.
This work is intended to serve as a user-friendly and up-to-date source of
information on the morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics of Biblical
Hebrew verbs, nouns and other word classes (prepositions, conjunctions,
adverbs, modal words, negatives, focus particles, discourse markers,
interrogatives and interjections). It also contains one of the most elaborate
treatments of Biblical Hebrew word order yet published in a grammar. This
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reference grammar will be of service to students who have completed an
introductory or intermediate course in Biblical Hebrew, and also to more
advanced scholars seeking to take advantage of traditional and recent
descriptions of the language that go beyond the basic morphology of Biblical
Hebrew.
Designed for complete beginners, and tested for years with real learners,
Complete Biblical Hebrew offers a bridge from the textbook to the real world,
enabling you to learn the grammar, understand the vocabulary and ultimately
how to translate the Old Testament Bible. Structured around authentic material,
this course also features: -20 short learning units plus glossary and reference
section -Authentic materials - language taught through key passages -Teaches
the key skills - reading and understanding Biblical Hebrew grammar and
vocabulary -Covers both grammar and vocabulary in detail - one of the earliest
written forms -Self tests and learning activities - see and track your own progress
This new edition features even more practice exercises, additional readings and
the latest scholarship. Rely on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for
over 75 years.
Reading for Comprehension: an Introductory Grammar
The beginner's workbook and grammar for group and private study
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Introductory Level
A Handbook to Biblical Hebrew
A Beginning Grammer
Beginning Biblical Hebrew combines the best of traditional
grammars, new insights into Hebrew linguistics, and a creative
pedagogical approach. This full-color instructor's manual
includes the entire text of Beginning Biblical Hebrew, plus
marginal notes with pedagogical suggestions and answers to
exercises.
With this book, readers can learn Hebrew on their own and will
find themselves reading meaningful verses from the Hebrew Bible
after just two hours of study. The book provides the basics of a
standard grammar but also includes insights into Hebrew
narrative and poetry not usually found in introductory
textbooks. Audio files for the book are available through Baker
Academic's Textbook eSources. Now in paper.
Anyone interested in learning to read the Hebrew Bible in its
original language will find within the pages of this book all
the resources needed to begin this wonderful journey. The book
is laid out in four parts. The first part teaches the Hebrew
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alphabet through a series of lessons. The second part teaches
word and sentence structure of the Hebrew language by breaking
down each Hebrew word in Genesis chapter one, verses one through
five. The Hebrew text of Genesis chapter one is provided for
reading and comprehension practices in part three. The fourth
part of the book contains charts and dictionaries of prefixes,
suffixes, words and roots of the Hebrew language to assist the
reader with vocabulary definitions and comprehension. Within a
short amount of time the Hebrew student will soon be reading the
Bible through the eyes of the author rather than the opinions of
a translator. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Jeff Benner has had a long
interest in the Hebrew language of the Bible and in 1996 he
began researching the ancient pictographic alphabet used by the
Hebrew people and other Semitic tribes. He has made many
significant discoveries linking the ancient Hebrew culture with
the ancient Hebrew language and alphabet. In 1999 Jeff founded
the "Ancient Hebrew Research Center" to research and teach
Biblical understanding through the alphabet and language to
those with little or no Hebrew background. Jeff's current
project is the Ancient Hebrew Lexicon of the Bible. This Lexicon
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defines Hebrew words of the Bible according to their cultural
context revealing the original Hebraic meanings of Biblical
passages and words.
In Biblical Hebrew Grammar Visualized, Andersen and Forbes
approach the grammar of Biblical Hebrew from the perspective of
corpus linguistics. Their pictorial representations of the
clauses making up the biblical texts show the grammatical
functions (subject, object, and so on) and semantic roles
(surrogate, time interval, and so on) of clausal constituents,
as well as the grammatical relations that bind the constituents
into coherent structures. The book carefully introduces the
Andersen-Forbes approach to text preparation and
characterization. It describes and tallies the kinds of phrases
and clauses encountered across all of Biblical Hebrew. It
classifies and gives examples of the major constituents that
form clauses, focusing especially on the grammatical functions
and semantic roles. The book presents the structures of the
constituents and uses their patterns of incidence both to
examine constituent order (“word order”) and to characterize the
relations among verb corpora. It expounds in detail the
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characteristics of quasiverbals, verbless clauses, discontinuous
and double-duty clausal constituents, and supra-clausal
structures. The book is intended for students of Biblical Hebrew
at all levels. Beginning students will readily grasp the basic
grammatical structures making up the clauses, because these are
few and fairly simple. Intermediate and advanced students will
profit from the detailed descriptions and comparative analyses
of all of the structures making up the biblical texts. Scholars
will find fresh ways of addressing open problems, while gaining
glimpses of new research approaches and topics along the way.
A Workbook for Intermediate Hebrew
Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar
The Adult Beginner's Path to Biblical Hebrew
A Beginning Grammar

This volume can guide anyone to read the Old Testament in its original language by teaching
the basics of Hebrew grammar, vocabulary, and syntax. The step-by-step approach offers
thorough illustrations by means of biblical examples, and all the basic elements of the
Hebrew grammar are logically presented. This study communicates in a clear language and
moves at a reasonable pace for students to learn through a deductive approach.
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Achieving the right balance of amount of information, style of presentation, and depth of
instruction in first-year grammars is no easy task. But Mark Futato has produced a grammar
that, after years of testing in a number of institutions, will please many, with its concise,
clear, and well-thought-out presentation of Biblical Hebrew. Because the teaching of biblical
languages is in decline in many seminaries and universities, Futato takes pains to measure the
amount of information presented in each chapter in a way that makes the quantity digestible,
without sacrificing information that is important to retain. The book includes exercises that
are drawn largely from the Hebrew Bible itself. Fourth printing, 2012.
The Routledge Introductory Course in Biblical Hebrew provides a comprehensive
introduction to Biblical Hebrew language and texts. Combining a fresh and innovative
approach with an in-depth treatment of the language, it presents the essentials of biblical
grammar and vocabulary in an engaging and systematic way. Unlike other Biblical Hebrew
courses, it is structured around a series of vibrant and memorable stories, with each story
reinforced by grammar explanations, supportive exercises, and a concluding genuine biblical
text. This coherent focus encourages students to engage with the text actively and facilitate
their mastery of the language to the full. Features include: Forty units covering all the topics
expected in a first-year Biblical Hebrew course, including the Hebrew writing system,
pointing rules, nouns and adjectives, parsing, mastery of strong and weak verb paradigms
and full attention to syntax Clear and detailed grammar explanations supported by plentiful
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examples An extensive assortment of varied and stimulating exercises designed to reinforce
new grammar and develop students’ ability to use Biblical Hebrew actively Incorporation of
a wide range of genuine biblical texts to familiarise students with the main biblical narrative
cycles and to equip them with the ability to read authentic material from the earliest stages of
learning A free companion website (www.routledge.com/cw/kahn) offering a wealth of
additional instructor and student resources, including many extra exercises and biblical texts,
flashcards to test knowledge, a vocabulary guide listing words by part of speech, a full
answer key, translations of all the stories and biblical texts, a sample syllabus, coursework
assignments covering the entire contents of the course and audio recordings of the stories and
biblical texts Coherent chapter organisation to consolidate and reinforce learning consistently
at each step of the course Grammar summary, two-way glossary and subject index presented
at the back of the book for easy access A user-friendly text design with original illustrations
and clear presentation of the Hebrew script Written by an experienced instructor and
extensively trialled at UCL, The Routledge Introductory Course in Biblical Hebrew will be an
essential resource for all students beginning to learn Biblical Hebrew.
The first edition of 1991 was based on the original work in French by Paul Joüon published
for the first time in 1923. This edition brings the work up to the present by taking account of
developments in our understanding of the Hebrew language during the intervening years. For
the first time the work is presented in a single volume.--From publisher description.
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Learning Biblical Hebrew
The Routledge Introductory Course in Biblical Hebrew
Intermediate Biblical Hebrew
Grammatical Concepts 101 for Biblical Hebrew
The First Hebrew Primer
Designed to engage the Hebrew text and reinforce patterns and principles of Hebrew
grammar and syntax, this resource expertly guides intermediate Hebrew students. Answers
to all questions are provided, and both a useful parsing guide and glossary are also
included.
A comprehensive introductory workbook for students of Biblical Hebrew at colleges,
seminaries and universities.
Linguistics expert and long-time educator Hackett offers a robust introduction to biblical
Hebrew grammar and the Masoretic text. All exercises from Hebrew to English are taken
from the Old Testament: those in earlier lessons with slight modification suitable to the
experience of the student; those exercises found in the later lessons are taken from the
Masoretic test of the Old Testament without modification, but with footnotes to explain
unusual or advanced formations. Classroom tested and suitable for self-study as well, this
quick-moving one-semester course (30 lessons) features clear, readable explanations,
exercises, and examples that provide students with an effective foundation in original
language usage. This text-book is also suitable for an entire first-year's study of Biblical
Hebrew conducted at a slower place. Course work includes an overview of the history of the
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Hebrew Bible; deductive lessons on recognition, drawing, and pronunciation of consonants
and vowels; memorization and recitation of the alphabet; and proper spelling of words; as
well inductive experience in translating biblical passages. Excellent textbook for students
who wish to progress beyond using simple reference works and ideal for those who wish to
read the Hebrew Bible deeply, widely, and accurately, as well as for any who wish to pursue
advanced studies in the Hebrew Scriptures.
This work is a simplified introductory grammar of Biblical Hebrew based on the inductive
study of selected chapters from the Hebrew Bible: Genesis 22, Genesis 12, Deuteronomy 5,
Joshua 24, II Samuel 11-12, Genesis 1, Jeremiah 1, and Psalm 51.
An Introductory Grammar
Intermediate Biblical Hebrew Grammar
Handbook to A Grammar for Biblical Hebrew
A Guide to Learning the Hebrew Alphabet, Vocabulary and Sentence Structure of the
Hebrew Bible
A Grammar and Illustrated Reader

Comprehensive in scope, this carefully crafted introductory grammar of Biblical
Hebrew offers easy-to-understand explanations, numerous biblical illustrations,
and a wide range of imaginative, biblically based exercises. The book consists of
thirty-one lessons, each presenting grammatical concepts with examples and
numerous exercises judiciously selected from the biblical text. These lessons are
accompanied by eleven complete verb charts, an extensive vocabulary list, a
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glossary of grammatical terms, and a subject index. In this second edition
Timothy Crawford has updated the text throughout while preserving the Page
Kelley approach that has made Biblical Hebrew so popular over the years.
This workbook provides the student with additional drills, quizzes, and reviews
not found in the textbook. These are intended to inculcate the principles used in
the textbook so that students can quickly and confidently master the material and
apply the results of their Hebrew studies in present or future ministry.
A noted authority on biblical Hebrew grammar uses the best of both deductive
and inductive approaches with a view toward aiding exegesis.
This handbook is a companion to the widely used and standard text, A Grammar
for Biblical Hebrew (revised edition), by C. L. Seow. It has been thoroughly and
successfully field-tested in various settings for studying biblical Hebrew. For each
exercise in the Grammar, this volume refreshes the student on lessons already
learned, reinforces explanations and terms used in the lesson, explains concepts
not yet covered, provides an annotated answer key, offers practical helps and
tips, and cites relevant information in the standard dictionaries and reference
grammars. The Handbook helps students make the most of the introductory
grammar, in the classroom or for self-guided study. The reference to the major
research grammars and lexicons will enable the student and instructor to take
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learning and teaching to a more advanced level in studying and translating
Biblical Hebrew. The authors are doctoral students of C. L. Seow at Princeton
Theological Seminary. Jennifer S. Green is an instructor at Columbia Theological
Seminary, G. Brooke Lester is an instructor at Seabury-Western Theological
Seminary, and Joseph F. Scrivner is an instructor at Samford University.
Learn Biblical Hebrew
A Student's Guide to Phonology and Morphology
An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
A Comprehensive Guide to Reading and Understanding Biblical Hebrew, with
Original Texts
The Cambridge Biblical Hebrew Workbook
Meeting the need for a textbook for classroom use after first year Hebrew grammar, Waltke and
O'Connor integrate the results of modern linguistic study of Hebrew and years of experience
teaching the subject in this book. In addition to functioning as a teaching grammar, this work
will also be widely used for reference and self-guided instruction in Hebrew beyond the first
formal year. Extensive discussion and explanation of grammatical points help to sort out points
blurred in introductory books. More than 3,500 Biblical Hebrew examples illustrate the points
of grammar under discussion. Four indexes (Scripture, Authorities cited, Hebrew words, and
Topics) provide ready access to the vast array of information found in the 40 chapters. Destined
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to become a classic work, this long-awaited book fills a major gap among modern publications
on Biblical Hebrew.
A tested approach to learning biblical Hebrew in an ideal package for the first-year Hebrew
student. This clear, accurate, and pedagogically sound textbook emphasizes the basics: Hebrew
phonology (sounds) and morphology (forms). This grammar does not use jargon or technical
language, but uses terms easily understood and remembered so biblical Hebrew can be used
with regularity and authority.
A Cumulative Index to the Grammar and Syntax of Biblical Hebrew
Introducing Biblical Hebrew
Biblical Hebrew Workbook
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